This book is a translation by K. S. Henley, of a work which appeared in German in 1962. The English edition is dated 1963, so it is evide~t t~at the publishers are to be congratulated on bringing out the English version without the long delay which so often reduces seriously the value of translated scientific works. The names and reputations of the author and translator are such as to arouse pleasurable anticipation in the minds of British clinical enzymologists, a feeling which is not betrayed on reading the book.
The book is divided into two main sections. The first deals with general principles of diagnostic enzymology: the classification of plasma enzymes, methods of identification of enzymes in plasma, origins of normal plasma enzymes, synthesis and breakdown of plas~a~nzymes and mechanisms of enzyme release, kinetics of plasma enzyme levels and quantitative diagnosis by enzyme tests. The second section describes the results of plasma enzyme estimations in disease classified according to the various organs affected. A large range of tests is cove~ed inclu~ing many not widely applied at present 10 the United Kingdom, such as sorbitol dehydrogenase, enolase and ornithine carbamoyl transferase. There is a short section on principles of enzyme assay.
The book is recent enough to refer extensively to the isoenzyme principle in diagnostic enzymology. Much of the early work on lactate dehydrogenase isoenzymes was done by German workers and published in the German languag~, so that it is particularly valuable to have this collection of references. Another field in which extensive contributions have appeared in the German literature is the study of the distribution and relative activity of enzymes in normal and pathological tissues, and i.n this fiel~also many references are given which are hkely to be unfamiliar to British biochemists.
The literature of diagnostic enzymology is not extensive' the present book provides a practical well-bala~ced and authoritative addition to it, and one which can be unhesitatingly recommended. The authors of this work-an experimental psychophysiologist and a medical-electronics engineer, both of the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, bring together disciplines which have in this country too long remained on separate tracks. Such collaboration is most valuable, not only to their particular specialities, but should be extended to other branches of experimental science including clinical biochemistry. We live and work in the midst of a technical revolution in which the application of instruments based on semi-conductors is of great importance, and a working knowledge of these devices should be part of our stock in trade. The trend in recent years towards the proliferation of instruments in our laboratories which are wholly or partly electronic in nature, coupled with the move toward automatic analytical methods, programmers and computers-all of which involve semi-conductor devices-make this publication most timely.
D. W. Moss
The work is made up of thirteen chapters and a bibliography. After a somewhat verbose and tedious introduction, the section on the functional analysis of an instrument system is good.
Chapters 4 and 5 dealing with basic electrical phenomena and laws might well have been condensed as few readers of such a work will be unversed in basic physics.
In chapters 6, 7 and 8 the theory and use of semi-conductors-diodes, germanium and silicon p and n type transistors,. phototransisto!s, thermistors etc., are well descnbed together With examples of their uses as amplifiers, oscillators, sensors and rectifiers.
Chapters 9 and 10 deal with the principles of feed-back, with triggering, switching and multivibrator networks of an advanced kind, and should prove a mine of valuable information for future application to laboratory instrumentation.
Chapters II and 12 deal respectively with semi-conductor practice in connection with digital logic and with magnetic recording met-
